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The relation between the energy and momentum of an electron in 
a linear array of ^-function potentials obeying the Dirac equation 
for a diatomic lattice is obtained.
1. I n t e o d u o t io n
Recently Subramanian & Bhagwat (1971, 1972) have obtained the relation 
between the energy and momentum of an electron in a linear array of (5-function 
potential for a monatomic lattice, obeying the Dirac equation with the help of 
the transfer matrix introduced by Saxon & Hunter (1949), and Luttingor (1951). 
The object of this short paper is to extend the investigation to the case of a dia­
tomic lattice, following a similar method. The linear array of ^-function poten­
tials for a diatomic lattice is described by
V(x) =  So S {C A a;-m )+^ 2^ (aj+s —m )}. (1)
and 2^ dimensionless quantities which determine strengths of the sources, 
a is the lattice distance.
The next section is a very brief prelude to the construction of transfer 
matrices relevant to the problem, so that the calculations for the dispersion 
relation are much simplified. The desired dispersion relation for a diatomic 
lattice is obtained in section 3. The last section is devoted to a short discussion 
of the result obtained.
2. T h e  ONB-DiMENsiONAii D ibao  E q u a t io n  w it h  a  (5-Pu n g t io n  P o ten tia l
Let us consider a (5-function potential at of strength *he time-
independent one dimensional Dirac equation is given by
( +^mo ) =  ^^6{x—Xo)f(x). (2)
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Tho subscript is redundant as only ont^  a appears, is discontinuous at
X =  x^. In order to obtain the discontinuity one notes that
... (3)
Integrating between the limits {u, —u) and passing to the limit u 0, one 
obtains
v|r(a:o+»)-’4'(a;o-0) =  - i - |"  a{^(*o+0)+^(iKo-0)}.
so that
■^ r(a;tj+0) == ox\}{—i2ocipQ).^ {To—0), tan (f>j 
Tho most general solution of eq. (2) for x Xq may b(^  written as 
■q^ (x) ~  (1 —c ^//)(oxp(ka;).u+oxp(— 
whore u and v  iw*e arbitrary spinors, such that
ecu ^  u and ocv ~  vi
a vrw^
— JiCmc^
(4 )
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Tho effect of the diHoontinuity at is to introduce a transformation of the 
spinors (n,.(a:„)), u_(a;„) to (u+(a;o)), (i»+(a:o))>
•\H*o±0) =  (l-e-®/3){oxp(iea:o).H±(«o)+/''''Xp(-»‘‘'^ o)-w±(*o)}- ••• (^)
From oq. (5), it follows that
(1 —o-ie-®)exp(iea;o(r3).?7+(a;o) =  e x p (- i2 „^o-3)(l-crie~»)ojLj){iex„a-a).U4xo).
. . .  ( 10)
are column veotors with olenionts (u ± ,r+ ) , and cr,, cr^ , which operate on 
them are given hy
<T, =
1 .
0,
0, 1
1, 0
Next, a continuous ciiango from x^ to *j loads to
U4x^) -= oxp{ie(x^—x )^(T^).Vj^(x^).
0
- 1
... (11)
. . .  (12)
Any one of those transformations, say A, or any finite number of products of 
similar transformation satisfy the condition
AoTgA =  0*3 and A* =  otiAcTi ; ... (13)
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stands for hermitiau conjugate. Thin is a oonsoquonco of tho fact that 
is constant and hence
u-ii—V’V ~  constant. ... (14)
Tt is easy to see that such a A has eigen values either (e ,^ e~ )^ or (e^ ,^ with
A and //. real.
3. The Tkansfer Matrix and the Dispersion Relation
Wo can now easily construct a representation of the transfer matrix in the 
space of (ti, v)> for the problem with potential F of eq. (1).
(a) (i) Let us start from —0 the tranaformation duo to the passage of dis­
continuity at 0 is given by
^  j_y::^0(l+a’iC-®)exp(—i20i(T3).(l—(Tie-®)f/_(0). ... (16)
(ii) The wave function continuously changes from + 0  to a/2—0, thus oq. (12) 
leads to,
U- ( I  ) =exp(ie-|.(73).(7+(0). ... (16)
(iii) Next, it passes over the discontinuity at a/2 and from eq. (10) the trans- 
fo.rmation is given by
( I  ) = ]— ( ^ )■ ■■■
(iv) Finally, the wave function continuously changes from (a/2)+0  to a—0, 
so that
whore
C7_(a) =  exp(ie -g ( \  )-
(b) The complete transfer matrix is thus obtained as 
f7_(o) =  SgSiC7,.(0),
exp/ie-lo-s)
S, =  _  .._ _ - jL (i_ |.o .ie -» )o x p (-t20,(r3).(l-<rie-‘’).
(18)
(19)
(20)
Now, since V(x), (eq. (1 )) is periodic, Floquet’s theorem states that it is possible 
to construct solutions such that
C7_(a) =  exp(iifa).r7_(0),
thus UJfi) is an eigen vector of the transfer matrix.
... (21)
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Further, allowed energy states corresponds to K  real. I t  has already been 
noted that the transfer matrix SgSi has eigenvalues of the from exp(i^a), (K 
either real oi imaginary) hence for allowed energies
tr.2io5]i =  2 cos ha, (22)
(fc real). Since ip written in terms of o-^ , cr^  it is easy to find the trace, as
terms which contain and (t  ^ as linear factors do not contribute.
Itr.SgSj =  oos ae cos 2^j cos 2^2+sin  ae cosh^ sin 2(^i-l-^2) 
—sin 2<j>^ sin d cos ae—sinh® d). (23)
Expressing terms of we obtain finally the desired dispersion rela­
tion,
(  ^+^4 ) ( ^ + ^  ) ^  ( 1 — ) cosh e sin ae
+  flC2( cosh 20 sin® —coa®**^
4. Discussion
The above dispersion relation agrees w^ itji, that of Saxon & Hunter (1949) 
for the noxi-rolativistic case, when terms in second and higher orders in and 
fa which depend on strengths of the potentials, are neglected. Further, this 
dispersion relation, reduces to that of a monatomic lattice obtained for the first 
time by Subramanian & Bhagwat (1971) and later obtained by Fairbairn ei al 
(1973), if either f  ^ 0 and f^ =  f  or f  ^ 0 and =  f.
In  order to examine the case when the strengths are nearly equal, relation
(24) is written in the form
(fc, 8_{h, I  ) = i ^ - ^ { s m ® ? | - c o 8h 20 sin®ae
+  |-(Si+?2) oosh 0 sin ae+  ^  (Ci*+6^i?2+ ^ 2®)(cos ai+oos ae},
where
S^[h,y,a)—  ^ 1 + '^ )  cos afc =F y cosh^ sin ae =F 1^— —Jcoeae.
(25)
(26)
8^(h, f , a) =  0 is the dispersion relation for a monatomic lattice. For f =  f  ^== f, 
the problem effectively reduces to that of a monatomic lattice with a replaced 
by a/2. An interesting observation may be made from relation (25), that the
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deviation of the dispersion relation from monatomic lattices, contains a factor 
^2)^ - that, even if the difference £1— 2^ exactly zero but a relatively 
small quantity, as regards the allowed energy zones, the diatomic lattice behaves 
like a monatomic lattice with half the lattice distance.
Another important special case which may be of some physical significance, 
is worth mentioning, the case =  — g^, i.e., the strength of the sources are of 
same magnitude but alternately chajiges sign. Expression (24) simply reduces 
to
(oosafe—cosae)+S® ( s in ^ ^  —cosh20sin® —0, ... (27)
where — 1 £1 1 “  K 21 • As it is expected from the symmetry of the problem, 
the dispersion relation depends on Hence, for small the electronic states 
arc almost those of a fiee electron except in the neighbourhood of very small 
kinetic energy of the electron.
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